
Leveraging decades of transportation logistics expertise and unparalleled rail carrier relationships, the CLX Logistics Rail Fleet Management (RFM) program offers peerless service with a hands-on team focused on the success of our clients. CLX Logistics RFM features advanced cloud technology which seamlessly integrates with your systems. When combined with our proprietary rail analytics, you won’t find a more comprehensive solution for obtaining access to real time data and rail fleet visibility.

The CLX Logistics professional RFM team can help you lower costs and provide the necessary edge to compete in today’s growing rail market by:

- Reducing staffing requirements to manage daily car movements and perform fleet analysis
- Reducing fleet cycle times through precise railcar tracking & tracing
- Reducing lease costs by properly sizing the rail fleet
- Eliminating costly equipment failures with effective maintenance management programs
- Auditing carrier and vendor invoices for accuracy
- Improving lease and rail carrier rates by leveraging client negotiating power

Get your rail fleet on the right track. Contact CLX Logistics to learn more about Right Rail LX: (800) 288-4851

CLX Logistics RFM services provide easy-to-use, and cost-effective solutions including:

- Carrier contract management
- Rail fleet maintenance and profile management
- Seamless reverse data integration
- Quick search and real-time customizable queries
- Real-time ETA calculations and access to railcar CLM sightings gathered from multiple VANs
- Standard and customizable management reporting
- Fleet utilization, demurrage and cycle time analysis
- Extensive multilevel data drill downs
- Store-fronting with client logos and links to client web home